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REPORT OF: DIRECTOR (NE) – 20/21 
 
WARDS AFFECTED: ALL 
 

SUBJECT:  DRAFT REVENUE BUDGET 2020/21 TO 2022/23 

 

RECOMMENDATION (S): 
 
For Cabinet to: 
  
(i) Endorse the draft revenue budget proposals set out in the appendices to this 

report prior to them being re-presented to Cabinet and Full Council for 
approval in early 2020; with particular attention being given to the proposed 
£5 Council Tax increase for a Band D property for the 2020/21 year, the 
2020/21 savings proposals listed at Appendix A3 and the anticipated funding 
gap over the period to 2023; 
 

For Cabinet to recommend that Council: 
 
(ii) Approve the following Council Tax discount and premiums for the 2020/21 

year, which remain unchanged from those approved by Council for 2019/20: 
 

 0% Council Tax discount on Class B second homes  

 10% Council Tax discount on Class A second homes  

 0% Council Tax discount on properties undergoing major repair or 
structural alteration  

 100% discount for (Class C) properties which are empty and unfurnished 
for the first 28 days a property becomes empty, followed by a 0% 
discount thereafter 

 100% Council Tax premium for properties which have been empty and 
unfurnished for more than 2 years   

 
(iii) Approve that the Council Tax premium on properties that have been empty 

and unfurnished for more than 5 years will increase from 100% to 200% for 



   

 

the 2020/21 year onwards and the premium on properties that have been 
empty and unfurnished for more than 10 years will increase from 100% to 
300% from 1 April 2021 as permitted by the Council Tax legislation;  
  

(iv) Approve that the Council adopts the good practice Council Tax protocol 
relating to the collection of Council Tax arrears, as devised jointly by the 
Citizens Advice Bureau and the Local Government Association; 
 

For Cabinet to: 
  

(v) Agree that officers enter into a period of consultation on the proposals 
contained within this report, subject to the approval of the above 
recommendations;  

 

REASON FOR RECOMMENDATION (S): 
 

 To allow the Council to approve the 2020/21 budget, and associated Council 
Tax level at its meeting on 28 February 2020; 
 

 To consult with the public on the budget proposals prior to them being 
approved; 

 

 To incentivise long term, empty residential properties to be brought back into 
use. 
 

 To follow best practice guidance for the collection of Council Tax arrears 

 
HIGHLIGHTED RISKS: 
 

 That the Council does not set a robust or balanced budget. 
 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 This report sets out the Council’s detailed draft revenue proposals for 2020/21 

as well as the high level budget proposals and anticipated funding gap for the 
period to 2023.  
 

1.2 Full Council must approve the 2020/21 budget and associated Council Tax 
level at its meeting on 28 February 2020 and it is important that the Council 
consults with the public on its budget prior to it being approved. The draft 
revenue proposals contained within this report will be re-presented to Cabinet 
in February alongside some proposals for priority and essential capital 
investment.   
 

1.3 In 2017 the Citizens Advice Bureau and the Local Government Association 
jointly devised a good practice Council Tax protocol (the Protocol) relating to 
the collection of Council Tax arrears. It was established that Council Tax 
payers receive a better level of service when local authorities, enforcement 



   

 

agencies and debt advice agencies work closely together. The protocol 
advocates early intervention and proactive contact with people struggling with 
bill payments and can help prevent them incurring further charges and to 
alleviate stress. The Protocol is intended to reflect best practice at a local level 
and facilitate regular liaison on practices and policy concerning council tax 
debt collection. 

 

2. CORPORATE AIMS/PRIORITIES AND THE COMMUNITY PLAN 
 
2.1 The proposals set out in this report impact on all Council corporate aims and 

priorities.  
 

3. BACKGROUND, ISSUES AND ASSESSMENT 
 
3.1 Draft Revenue Budget Proposals 

 
3.1.1 The Council’s Financial Strategy comprises three-year revenue projections 

and a ten-year capital plan, which are reviewed annually. The Council’s 
revised Strategy for 2020-2030 will be presented to Full Council for approval 
in February and members will be asked to approve the budget proposals and 
associated council tax levels for the 2019/20 year as well as endorse the high 
level proposals for 2020/21 and 2021/22.   

 
3.1.2 The draft revenue budget proposals for the period 2020/21 to 2022/23 are 

attached at Appendix A. The appendix sets out the revenue budget proposals 
over that period, including funding projections, anticipated funding gaps, 
ongoing investment in priority areas, savings proposals and proposed Council 
Tax levels. 

 
3.1.4 The provisional Local Government Finance Settlement (LGFS) for the 

2020/21 year was published on 20 December 2019. The proposals contained 
within Appendix A were drafted prior to the LGFS announcements being 
made, however the announcements are broadly in line with expectation and 
will result in minimal changes to the Council’s budget proposals. The LGFS 
announcements confirmed the following: 

 

 Business rate baselines and Revenue Support Grant will be uplifted by 
1.6%; 

 The Council Tax referendum threshold for a District Council will be set 
at the higher of 1.99% or £5 for a Band D property; 

 2020/21 will be the final full year of New Homes Bonus. The 
government has now confirmed that New Homes Bonus will have 
disappeared in its entirety by 2023/24 and has confirmed its intention to 
consult on new proposals post 2020/21; 

 Rural Service Delivery Grant allocations will continue into 2020/21 at 
2019/20 levels; 

 That the bid to establish a North and West Yorkshire Business Rates 
Pool for 2020/21 has been approved.     

 



   

 

3.1.5 The only change in relation to the proposals contained within Appendix A 
relates to the New Homes Bonus allocations for 2020/21, which are £20k 
higher than projected due to the uplifts associated with increases in national 
Council Tax charges and the element relating to affordable housing premium. 
This additional one-off funding will be added to the contributions to the Capital 
Investment Fund in 2020/21 when the draft budget proposals are re-presented 
to Cabinet in February.     

 
3.2 Capital budget proposals     
 
3.2.1 In recent years the Council’s Financial Strategy has set aside several funding 

sources in a Capital Investment Reserve in order to create a sum of money to 
take forward a robust, long term capital investment strategy for the Council. 
The revenue budget proposals for 2020/21 continue to earmark resources for 
this purpose.  

 
3.2.2 In order to ensure that capital resources are not overcommitted within the 

Capital Investment Strategy it is important that the Council has a thorough 
understanding of its property and infrastructure asset base and associated 
maintenance liabilities and plans. The collation of this data is proving to be 
extremely resource hungry and cannot be collated in a timely manner within 
existing resources therefore the budget proposals recommend that a sum of 
funding be set aside to bring in external support to assist with the collation of 
the required data and development of the Strategy. 

 
3.2.3 The Council has recently announced its Better a Better Borough Programme 

(Cabinet report ref 19/259). One work stream of the Programme is to develop 
a new Corporate Plan, which will help drive and shape the Capital Strategy 
proposals. It is currently intended that the Capital Strategy will be drafted and 
developed alongside the new Corporate Plan and be presented to members 
mid-2020. 

 
3.2.4 Whilst the complete Capital Strategy and detailed capital proposals will not be 

presented along with the Financial Strategy in February 2020 there will be a 
need to take forward some essential and priority capital schemes in the 
2020/21 budget. These proposals are still being collated and considered and 
will be reported in the updated budget proposals, which will be re-presented to 
Cabinet in February and Full Council on 28 February.  

 
3.3 Council Tax Discounts and Exemptions 
 
3.3.1 The Local Government Finance Act 2012 provided opportunities for Local 

Authorities to raise additional revenue from Council Tax by amending 
discounts on second homes and empty properties. The Borough Council 
opted to utilise this new legislation to reduce a number of Council Tax 
discounts in order to raise additional Council Tax revenue. These changes 
came into effect on 1 April 2013 and were further reviewed for 2014/15 and 
2015/16. The proposed position for 2020/21 is the same as that approved for 
2019/20 for the discounts summarised below: 

 



   

 

 The Council Tax Discount on second homes is set at 0% for 2020/21, 
which is in line with the 0% discount applied since 2013/14. 
 

 The Council Tax discount on second homes which have planning 
restrictions on occupancy is set at 10% for 2020/21, which is in line with 
the discount applied since 2016/17.   

  

 The Council Tax Discount for properties undergoing major repair or 
structural alteration is set at 0% for 2020/21, which is in line with the 0% 
discount applied since 2013/14. 

 

 The Council Tax Discount for properties which are empty and unfurnished 
(Class C) is set at 100% discount for the first 28 days a property becomes 
empty and unfurnished followed by a 0% discount, which is in line with the 
discount applied since 2015/16. 

 
3.3.2 The Government has more recently announced measures that give local 

authorities powers to incentivise home owners to bring empty properties back 
into use by charging additional Council Tax premiums where those properties 
have been empty for greater than 2 years. The Council sees the provision of 
housing within the Borough as a key priority therefore it is proposed that the 
Council approves that the following, maximum allowed premiums are 
charged:    

 

 The Council Tax Premium for properties which have been empty & 
unfurnished for more than 2 years is set at an additional 100%, which is in 
line with the premium applied since 2019/20; 
 

 The Council Tax Premium for properties which have been empty & 
unfurnished for more than 5 years is set at an additional 200%. 2020/21 is 
the first year that the power to charge this premium has been in place; 

 

 The Council Tax Premium for properties which have been empty & 
unfurnished for more than 10 years is set at an additional 300%. 2021/22 
is the first year that the power to charge this premium will be in place but 
approval to implement this is being requested now; 
 

3.4 Protocol relating to the Collection of Council Tax Arrears (the Protocol) 
 
3.4.1 The Protocol devised by the Citizens Advice Bureau and Local Government 

Association is appended at Appendix B. The Council already applies a 
number of the principles within the Protocol, albeit in an informal manner, 
therefore sees the benefits of now formally adopting the Protocol. Although 
the final criteria appropriate for Scarborough Borough Council residents will be 
clarified through future liaison with Citizens Advice and Enforcement Agent 
representatives the contents are likely to be broadly as presented. 

 
3.4.2 Cabinet are asked to recommend that Council adopts the Protocol and 

incorporate it within the Council’s Debt Recovery Policy. Upon confirmation of 
Cabinet’s support for the Protocol the Local Taxation service will liaise with 



   

 

the local Citizens Advice Bureau and enforcement agents with a view to 
adopting the principles.  

 

4. CONSULTATION 
 
4.1    It is important that the Council considers the views of its stakeholders in the 

budget setting process.   
 
4.2      All Members have been invited to attend seminars to go through the budget 

proposals in detail and will be asked to provide feedback at these sessions. A 
link will also be added to the Council’s website to allow all stakeholders and 
interested parties to submit feedback online.   

 

5. IMPLICATIONS 
 
5.1 Policy 

 
The proposed adoption of the Protocol will result in amendments to the 
Council’s Debt Recovery Policy.  

 
5.2 Legal 
  

There are no legal issues arising from this report. An Equality Impact 
Assessment on the budget proposals will be completed prior to the Financial 
Strategy being presented to Full Council in March. 

 
5.3 Financial 

 
The financial implications are set out in detail in Appendix A.     

 
5.4 Staffing Implications 
 
 The budget setting process will be closely managed and consultation will take 

place with Trade Unions. The Council has a strong commitment to try and 
minimise the impact on staff and number of compulsory redundancies by 
utilising natural wastage and providing some training for staff to support this.  

  
 All employees that could be directly affected by the changes will be notified of 

the proposals as soon as is reasonably practicable.   
 
5.5 Planning Implications, Crime and Disorder Implications, Health and 

Safety implications, Environmental implications  
 
I have considered whether implications arise from this report and am satisfied 
that there is no identified implication that will arise from this decision for this 
Council.  

 
5.6 Communication 
 



   

 

The budget proposals contained within this report will be disseminated to all 
staff within the Council via Service Unit Managers and all members have been 
invited to briefings on the proposals. The consultation will be included on the 
Council’s website and will include links to this report. 
    

 
 
Nicholas Edwards 
Director 
 

Author: Kerry Metcalfe 
Tel: 01723 383542 
email: kerry.metcalfe@scarborough.gov.uk 
 
 

Background Papers: 
 
None 

mailto:kerry.metcalfe@scarborough.gov.uk


   

 

APPENDIX A 
 

REVENUE BUDGET 2020/21 TO 2022/23 AND COUNCIL TAX 
2020/21 

 
1 INTRODUCTION 
 

The Council’s policy has always been to be as efficient as possible and protect 
front line services and since 2010 the Council has delivered savings of £21m 
from its annual revenue budget. Over that same period performance in many 
areas has increased.  
 
As staffing resources reduce and savings become harder to identify it is 
becoming apparent that the length of time needed to deliver savings is 
increasing. With that in mind the Council has moved towards a more detailed 3-
year revenue budget programme.  
 
This appendix sets out the revenue budget proposals for 2020/21 along with 
the indicative projections and proposals for the period up to 2022/23, along 
with the associated levels of Council Tax. 

 
It provides details of: 

 

 Projected funding gaps over the period; 

 Cost pressures and additional investment; 

 The level of revenue resources available to the Council; 

 The Strategy for addressing the projected funding gap; 

 Efficiency and other savings proposals; and 

 Investment in one-off funding priorities 

It should be noted that this Appendix was drafted prior to receiving the 

provisional Local Government Finance Settlement on 20 December (as 

detailed within the covering report). The Appendix will be updated to reflect 

those announcements prior to the budget proposals being re-presented to 

Cabinet in February.  

2 FUNDING GAP PROJECTIONS 2020 TO 2023 

 Each year the Council faces cuts in core government funding as well as cost 

pressures. In addition investment in priority areas must be factored into the 

revenue budget, resulting in annual funding gaps that need to be balanced 

through the identification of savings. Budgetary savings may be delivered 

through cost reductions or the achievement of additional income. 



   

 

 
 Table 1 below set out the anticipated funding gaps over the period from 

2020/21 to 2022/23 based on current budget projections:  
 
 Table 1 – Revenue Budget Funding Gap 
 

 2020/21 
£’000 

2021/22 
£’000 

2022/23 
£’000 

Total 
£’000 

Pay and Price Inflation 561 558 558 1,677 
Other budget pressures 819 101 - 920 
Investment in priority areas 180 500 500 1,180 
Additional council tax revenue (247) (240) (243) (730) 
Core funding reductions 227 1,784 619 2,630 
(Increase) / reduction in Business 
Rates growth 

 
- 

 
932 

 
(100) 

 
832 

Add back use of one-off Council Tax 
surpluses 

 
165 

 
 

 
- 

 
165 

 1,705 3,635 1,334 6,674 

 
The projections show that, subject to the levels of funding cuts applied as a 
result of the Fair Funding Review, savings of £6.674m will need to be identified 
from the current annual revenue budget to balance the funding gap over the 
period to 2023. 
 
The sections below provide further details on each of the areas contributing to 
the funding gap.  

 
 

3 COST PRESSURES AND ADDITIONAL INVESTMENT 
 
3.1 PAY AND PRICE INFLATION 
 

This increase reflects the inflationary allowances across budget heads along 
with salary increments and variations, net of inflationary increases on income 
targets.  
 
Non salary expenditure budget heads have been fixed at 2019/20 levels and 
any cost increases will therefore need to be absorbed within individual service 
area budgets. An allowance of £200k per annum has been retained within the 
budget projections to cover unavoidable or corporate inflationary cost increases 
and this will be allocated to budget heads throughout the 2020/21 year as 
areas of growth are identified.  
 
In April 2018 the Trade Unions accepted a two year national pay deal for staff 
employed on the Local Government Services (LGS) conditions and this deal 
also included the introduction of a revised pay spine from 1 April 2019.  This 
new pay spine was required to ensure that it was legally compliant with the 
National Living Wage and future proofed to absorb yearly increases in the 
National Living Wage rate whilst also ensuring that pay differentials between 
the various grades were maintained.  
 



   

 

Trade Unions have asked for an aspirational pay award of 10% for 2020/21 for 
all officers and a minimum hourly rate of at least £10 per hour for the lowest 
paid.  Employers are considering a response to this but have confirmed that a 
response will not be provided until 2020.  The 2020/21 budget makes provision 
for a 3% pay award which is expected to be more palatable for employers. If 
settlement was reached at a figure in excess of this then further budget growth 
would be required (a 1% pay award costs approximately £180k per annum). 
 
The UK Living Wage is now £9.30 per hour and currently only the lowest two 
scale points pay less than this.  Should Members decide to adhere to the UK 
Living Wage for 2020/21 then additional budget provision may be required to 
increase any pay award offered to ensure all staff earn at least £9.30 per hour.  
Any additional budget provision as a result of this decision would be minimal. 
 
The budget assumes a 2% inflationary increase on the majority of income 
budgets. 
 

As in previous years the 2020/21 budget does not include a corporate provision 
for salary savings. This reflects that staffing savings are not expected to accrue 
due to a slowdown in staff turnover. The Council does not budget for 
recruitment costs therefore it is also assumed that any short term staffing 
savings will be required to fund associated recruitment and advertising costs. 
 

3.2 OTHER BUDGET PRESSURES 
 

Table 2 below summarises the budget pressures that are factored into the 
Council’s revenue budget projections: 
 
Table 2 – Other Budget Pressures 
 

 2020/21 
£’000 

2021/22 
£’000 

2022/23 
£’000 

Benefits and Localised Support for Council 
Tax Administration Subsidy 

 
30 

 
 

 

Business Rates revaluation 100 101  
Future service – pension costs 380   
Loss of CCTV income 82   
Recycling contract 117   
Microsoft license costs 10   
Sponsorship income from roundabouts 15   
Scarborough Market net running costs 70   
Reduction in rental income at Peasholm café 15   

TOTAL 819 101 - 

 
Further details are included within Appendix A1 to this report. 

 
3.3 INVESTMENT IN PRIORITY AREAS 
 

The areas proposed for additional priority investment are summarised in 
Table 3 below, with further details provided in Appendix A2.1. 



   

 

 

Table 3 - Meeting Priorities 
 

Bid 2020/21 
£’000 

2021/22 
£’000 

2022/23 
£’000 

Text reminders for bin collection days 4   
Business Analyst post 36 - - 
Cinder Track 70 - - 
Communications and Community Engagement 70 - - 
Contingency  200 200 
Investment in priorities  300 300 

 180 500 500 

 
The investment in priorities budget included in the 2021/22 and 2022/23 years 
will be dependent on the identification of a level of financial savings sufficient 
to balance the associated funding gaps in those years.  
 

4 REVENUE RESOURCES 
 

4.1 COUNCIL TAX 
 

For the 5-year period between 2011/12 to 2015/16 the Government awarded 
one-off grants to those Council’s that opted to freeze or reduce their council 
tax levels. The Council elected to freeze its council tax at 2010/11 levels in 
each of those years.  

 

The Localism Act includes the powers to allow local residents to veto 
excessive council tax rises and in 2012/13 the Government introduced 
arrangements for council tax referendums where an authority sets a council 
tax which exceeds principles endorsed by Parliament (i.e. is “excessive”).  

 

The proposed council tax referendum threshold principles for 2020/21 for 
District Councils are expected to be the higher of a raise of up to 2% or £5 for 
a Band D equivalent property. It is anticipated that the figures will be 
confirmed as part of the provisional settlement announcements.   
 

The level of council tax income generated by the Council is principally 
affected by two factors; the level of council tax charge and the council tax 
base.  
 

4.1.1 Proposed Council Tax Charge 
 

Given the funding pressures the Council faces it is proposed that a £5 
increase be applied for a Band D property for the 2020/21 year; being on par 
with the anticipated maximum allowed increase. This will generate long term 
additional income of £192k per annum. The budget projections for 2021/22 
and 2022/23 currently assume a £5 increase for a Band D equivalent 
property, however given the Council’s financial position the maximum amount 
allowed under the referendum threshold for the year in question will be 
recommended for approval.   
 

Table 4 below shows the resultant Scarborough Borough Council element of 
the Council Tax levy by band if Council Tax levels are increased by this 
amount.  



   

 

 

Table 4 – Council Tax levy per band 
 

Band 2019/20 £5 Band D increase   

 2020/21 Increase 2021/22 2022/23 

£ £ £ £ £ 

A 156.50 159.83 3.33 163.17 166.50 

B 182.58 186.47 3.89 190.36 194.25 

C 208.67 213.11 4.44 217.56 222.00 

D 234.75 239.75 5.00 244.75 249.75 

E 286.92 293.03 6.11 299.14 305.25 

F 339.08 346.31 7.23 353.53 360.75 

G 391.25 399.58 8.33 407.92 416.25 

H 469.50 479.50 10.00 489.50 499.50 

  
4.1.2 Increase in Council Tax Base, collection rates and Collection Fund 

Surplus 
 

Each year the Council calculates its tax base based on the number of 
properties listed on the Council Tax system. This calculation takes into 
account chargeable properties, collection rates, discounts, and exemptions 
listed in the system as well as projected changes for the following year.  
 
The tax base increase in 2020/21 will generate additional income of 
approximately £55k; £20k of which relates to a 0.2% increase in collection 
rates. The budget projections for future years assume that the tax base will 
rise by 0.5% per annum, which is in line with the increases achieved in recent 
years. This projection has been reduced from the 1% uplift historically 
factored into the projections in recognition that the growth in tax base 
associated with new properties within the Borough has been partially offset by 
a significant number of second homes transferring from Council Tax to 
Business Rates in order for the owners to take benefit of business rate reliefs 
currently on offer to small businesses. The Council is trying to address this 
issue by supporting South Hams District Council in lobbying the Government 
to remove the current loophole within the business rates system which allows 
second home and holiday let owners to avoid paying any business rates or 
council tax on their property.  

 
In addition to the increase in the tax base the anticipated Collection Fund 
position at the end March 2020 is expected to show a surplus, which will be 
available for distribution in 2020/21. The Council’s share of this surplus is 
£258k. As this amount is one-off funding it has not been committed within the 
baseline revenue budget proposals and will be earmarked for the Capital 
Investment Fund. 
  



   

 

4.2 CORE GOVERNMENT FUNDING PROJECTIONS 
 
4.2.1 Sources of Core Government Funding 
 
 The Council’s core government funding streams have historically comprised 

of revenue support grant, a share of retained business rates income, new 
homes bonus and rural services grant. Table 5 below sets out the projected 
levels of these core funding sources up to 2022/23 and shows that annual net 
funding is expected to reduce by £2.63m over the period, reducing the 
Council’s anticipated reliance on these funding sources down to £2.331m.   

 
Table 5 – Anticipated government funding reductions 

 

  2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 
 

2022/23 TOTAL 

  £'000 £'000 £'000 £’000 £'000 
           

Revenue Support Grant 49 50 - -   
Rural Services Grant 21 21 -    
Retained Business Rates – 
baseline 4,217 4,289 

 
2,792 

 
2,292   

New Homes Bonus 609 374 158 39  
One off levy account surplus 
distribution 

65 - - - 
 

TOTAL CORE 
GOVERNMENT FUNDING 4,961 4,734 2,950 

 
2,331   

CORE FUNDING 
REDUCTION  

227 1,784 619 2,630 

 
 Further details on these funding sources are set out below. 
 
4.2.2 Retained Business Rates – baseline funding 
 

In 2020/21 and beyond the Council’s predominant source of government 
funding will relate to the localised business rates scheme.  
  
The current localised business rates scheme came into effect on 1 April 2013 
and at that time represented a fundamental change in local government 
funding policy. Prior to its introduction all business rates income was paid over 
to central government. The income was pooled nationally and was then 
redistributed back to councils in the form of revenue support grant, based on 
the government’s assessment of each authority’s deemed funding need.  
 
Under the current scheme business rates income is split equally into a local 
and central share. The central share is paid to central government and the 
local share is retained by local authorities.  A tariff and top-up mechanism 
exists within the system to balance an authority’s target local share of 
annually retained business rates income with the amount of funding the 
government deems it needs to fund its services (its funding baseline). Where 
an authority’s target retained share of business rates exceeds their deemed 



   

 

funding need a tariff is payable back to Central Government and where an 
authority’s retained share is less than its deemed funding need a top-up 
payment is received. This council is a tariff paying authority.  
 
The business rates funding baseline is determined within the Local 
Government Finance Settlement. When the retained business rates scheme 
was introduced the government confirmed that funding baselines would not be 
reset until at least 2020, however it has now been confirmed that they will 
remain in place until at least 2021.  
 
Historically business rate multipliers and baselines have been increased by 
RPI each year, however the budget announcements made in November 2017 
confirmed that from 1 April 2018 they will be inflated by CPI.  

 
4.2.3 2020/21 Settlement  

 
In December 2015 the Government announced the provisional finance 
settlement for 2016/17, alongside an indicative multi-year settlement offer for 
the years up to and including 2020. Although the offer set out significant 
funding reductions it did give local authorities some certainty over funding 
projections over the four-year period so helped significantly with future 
financial planning.  
 
Previous Financial Strategies highlighted that there was huge uncertainty 
surrounding funding projections for the 2020/21 year and beyond due to 
government proposals on the Fair Funding Review and the localised business 
rates scheme (further details of which are provided in Section 4.2.4). It was, 
and still is, anticipated that the Fair Funding Review and resetting of business 
rates income baselines will have a significantly detrimental impact on the 
resources available for District Councils, and on that basis last year’s 
Financial Strategy assumed that funding reductions of circa £1.6m would arise 
in 2020/21. 
 
Due to prolonged Brexit negotiations it became apparent that the 
implementation of the Fair Funding Review and revised business rates 
scheme would likely be delayed beyond the government’s original target date 
of 2020/21, and this was confirmed in September 2019 in announcements 
made alongside the Government’s 2019 Spending Review. The government 
has now confirmed that 2020/21 will be a one-year settlement and has 
committed to multi-year settlements thereafter. 
 
Based on government advice the current expectation is that 2020/21 
Settlement figures will be broadly in line with those of 2019/20, with uplifts for 
CPI, and the Council’s current projections are based on this expectation. It is 
anticipated that the provisional settlement announcements for 2020/21 will be 
made in early 2020 therefore there is a risk that the figures will differ from the 
ones contained within this appendix.   
 
The delay in the implementation of the anticipated funding reductions has 
significantly improved the financial outlook for the 2020/21 year, however it 



   

 

must be stressed that the expectation is that the funding reductions will merely 
be deferred to 2021/22.  
 
The government has confirmed that it remains committed to the 
implementation of the Fair Funding Review and changes to the localised 
business rates scheme in 2021/22 therefore the financial position and funding 
gap projections over a 3 year period remain in line with previous expectations.    

 
4.2.4 Core funding post 2021 
 

In the 2015 Autumn Statement the Government announced that by 2020 local 
authorities will retain 100% business rates income under the Business Rates 
Retention scheme (as opposed to the current 50% scheme), and alongside 
the 2016/17 Local Government Finance Settlement announced the Fair 
Funding Review, which will determine the baseline levels of business rates 
income retained by each local authority (funding baseline).  
 
In December 2017 the government adjusted the proposed locally retained 
share of business rates to 75% however the government has confirmed that 
they remain committed to a 100% scheme post 2020.  

 
 The Fair Funding review will assess how much funding each authority is 

deemed to need; taking into account factors such as population, 
demographics, deprivation, sparsity, rurality and ability to generate Council 
Tax revenue. The last funding needs assessment was carried out in 2013/14, 
however was largely focussed on updating the data used in the assessment 
rather than revising the areas included within the calculation. The needs 
formula has not been thoroughly reviewed for over a decade and is now 
considered to be outdated. 

 
 As detailed in section 4.2.3 the government has now confirmed that the 

implementation of the Fair Funding Review and changes to the Business 
Rates Retention scheme have been deferred from the previous target date of 
2020/21; however the government has confirmed that it remains committed to 
the proposals and will implement the changes in 2021/22.  

 
 The outcome of the Fair Funding Review will establish the Council’s baseline 

funding levels under the updated Rates Retention Scheme therefore is an 
extremely important determining factor in the levels of funding post 2021. A 
Fair Funding Review: Call for evidence paper was published in 2016 and 
consultation papers, asking for feedback and suggestions for areas to be 
considered within the revised needs assessment, were published alongside 
the 2018/19 and 2019/20 provisional settlements.  

 
 The Government has recognised in recent years that additional costs are 

associated with service delivery in rural areas and has introduced rural 
services grant funding to compensate authorities for these additional costs. 
These additional costs will likely be factored into the updated needs 
assessment. Worryingly, the sparsity weightings used to calculate historic 
rural grant allocations have meant that, despite the Borough containing large 



   

 

expanses of rural areas, the Council’s share of the rural services grant funding 
is negligible (£21k in 2019/20). The Council therefore made representations to 
try to address this shortcoming as part of the review of the needs assessment.  

 
Being a coastal resort the Council is also affected by additional cost pressures 
arising from tourism visitors (e.g. higher street cleansing costs) and coast 
protection schemes. This was also factored into the Council’s response to the 
Call for Evidence paper in the hope that these areas will be considered in the 
revised assessment.  
 
The most recent consultation paper, which was published in December 2018 
proposed that deprivation be removed from the funding needs assessment, 
which could negatively affect the Council’s allocations. More recent 
discussions and proposals indicate that this proposal will likely be 
reconsidered.  
 
It is considered likely that short term transitional measures will be put in place 
as part of the review to temper significant funding changes that affect 
individual local authorities however the transitional measure proposals are not 
yet known.     
 
The Council’s financial projections incorporate core funding reductions of circa 
£2m over the 3 years to 2022/23 in addition to £932k reductions in business 
rates growth (see below). The projections currently assume that £1.5m of 
those funding reductions will arise in 2021/22 with the remainder the year 
after. There is a significant risk that actual funding allocations could differ 
substantially to the projections included within the Council’s Medium Term 
Financial Plan.    
 

4.2.5 Retained Business Rates - growth 
 
Within the current system local authorities that successfully increase business 
rates income and exceed their target funding baseline keep up to 50% of the 
growth, with tariff paying authorities becoming liable to pay a levy of up to 
50% on that growth. The money raised from this levy is used to fund a safety 
net system, which protects councils that see significant reductions in their 
business rates income and do not achieve their funding baseline in any one 
year.  
 
In 2018/19 levy payments made to Central Government exceeded safety net 
payments and as part of the 2019/20 provisional settlement announcements 
the government confirmed that it would distribute this surplus back to local 
authorities in proportion to assessed funding need. The Council’s share of this 
distribution was £65k. Current projections anticipate that a similar, albeit 
lower, distribution will be made in 2019/20, however the amounts are currently 
uncertain and are expected to be announced alongside the provisional 
settlement. Any monies received by the Council will be earmarked for the 
Capital Investment Fund.       
 



   

 

Historically £1.13m of business rates growth has been committed to balance 
the revenue budget and any remaining sum has been set aside to provide 
investment in the capital programme and a contingency for appeals. Following 
the deferral of the business rates baseline reset this continues to be the case 
for 2020/21. 
 
Business rate baselines will be reset in 2021/22 therefore the Council’s share of 
business rates growth will reduce significantly in that year. The table below 
shows the levels of business rates growth committed within the Council’s 
revenue budget projections: 
 

 2020/21 2021/22 2021/22 

Growth committed in the revenue 
budget proposals 

 
1,132 

 
200 

 
300 

Effect on the funding gap - 932 (100) 

     
4.2.6 Business Rates Pooling  
 

In 2014/15 the Council entered into a business rate pool with North Yorkshire 
County Council, Ryedale District Council, Craven District Council, Hambleton 
District Council and Richmondshire District Council (the North Yorkshire Pool). 
Under the pooling regime authorities within a pool are treated as a single 
authority for the purposes of the localised Business Rates Retention scheme.  

 
Individually each District Council would be required to pay a 50% levy on their 
share of growth in business rates income. The major advantage of creating a 
pool under the current Rates Retention Scheme is that the overall pool levy is 
reduced to nil when each of the authorities are treated collectively as a single 
authority. The levies saved through the North Yorkshire Pooling arrangements 
are distributed back to pool members through a pool dividend.  
 
In 2019/20 the government offered all local authorities in England the 
opportunity to apply to pilot the proposed 75% Business Rates Retention 
scheme in order to test increased business rates retention prior to its 
introduction. After significant deliberation and negotiation between local 
authorities it was agreed that a Pilot bid covering the North Yorkshire and 
Leeds City Region area would be submitted and in December 2019 the 
government announced that the bid was successful. Original projections 
showed that the Council might receive a dividend of £900k from the Pool, 
however this is predicated upon each authority within the pool achieving their 
business rates targets. The dividend has not been committed within the budget 
proposals and, in line with earlier years, has been earmarked for the Capital 
Investment Fund.  
 
During 2019 the government confirmed that it would not continue with 75% 
business rate pilots in the 2020/21 year. Following those announcements the 
Council chose to submit a pool application alongside other North and West 
Yorkshire authorities. Announcements on the outcome of that application are 
expected to be made alongside the provisional settlement. As per previous 
financial years the Council’s potential dividends from pooling have not yet been 



   

 

committed in the budget, and it is proposed that they be earmarked for the 
Capital Investment Fund.  
 

4.2.9 New Homes Bonus 
 
 In February 2011 the government published the proposals for New Homes 

Bonus (NHB); a scheme that was designed to incentivise local authorities to 
increase housing supply by rewarding them with a 6-year grant for each new 
house created within the area.  

 
In its Spending Review and Autumn Statement 2015 the Government 
announced that it aimed to reduce NHB funding nationally by £800m over the 
Spending Review period and redirect those resources to adult social care. 
The revised proposals determined that the period of grant allocations would 
be reduced from six to five years in 2017/18 then to four years in 2018/19, and 
that future payments would only be made for housing delivery above an 
annually determined national baseline figure. This baseline was set at 0.4% in 
2019/20. 

 
Following recent government announcements the NHB figures built into the 
Council’s funding projections assume that the allocations for 2020/21 will be 
for one-year only and that the baseline will remain at 0.4%. Thereafter it is 
assumed that the scheme will be phased out in its entirety and only legacy 
payments will be made.  
 

4.3 FUNDING FROM ONE OFF COUNCIL TAX SURPLUSES 
 

Each year the Council aims to set a balanced budget without the need to rely 
on the unplanned use of one-off funding. Where one off funding is used to 
balance the budget it increases the funding gap for the following year.  
 
The budget proposals factored in £165k one off Collection Fund surpluses for 
2019/20 which has increases the funding gap in 2020/21. The Council Tax 
surplus for 2020/21 has been earmarked for one-off investment therefore does 
not impact on future year funding gaps.  
 

5.0 STRATEGY FOR ADDRESSING THE FUNDING GAP     
 

The budget strategy for addressing the funding gap will be in the form of 
outcome based reviews (Reviews) and budget envelopes, as detailed within 
the Building a Better Borough report that was presented to Cabinet in 
December 2019 (Report ref 19/259).  
 
The Reviews will set out proposals for a new approach to the delivery of key 
services and will enable focus to be on the delivery of the Council’s vision and 
upon the delivery of quality services in new and innovative ways within the 
resource available.  
 
The proposals for the Review themes and the overarching governance 
structure for the Review Programme is currently being developed and will be 



   

 

reported to Cabinet in Spring 2020 to meet the timescales of the 2021/22 
budget setting process.   
   

6.0 PLANNED USE OF RESERVES 
 
 The Council’s Medium Term Financial Plan projections assume that £0.5m will 

be drawn from reserves over the period to 2023 to help manage the funding 
cuts that are expected to be applied over the period. The monies to fund this 
planned draw are earmarked and are held within the Council’s General Fund 
Reserve. 
 
The 2016 Financial Strategy established an Investment Fund to provide one-
off funding for schemes that will help the Council to deliver revenue savings in 
2016/17 and beyond. The uncommitted balance of the reserve currently 
stands at £550k. The budget proposals contained within this appendix 
recommend that a further £500k be transferred to the reserve from the one-off 
surpluses identified in the 2020/21 budget (see section 9 below). It is also 
proposed that the remit of the Investment Fund be extended to incorporate 
investment in areas of priority spend as well as investment that will drive 
future revenue budget savings. The authority to approve expenditure from the 
Investment Fund is delegated to the Chief Executive in liaison with the 
Executive Management Team.  
 

7.0 PROPOSED SAVINGS OPTIONS 
 

The proposed savings for the 2020/21 year total £3.096m and are attached at 
Appendix A3.  
 
The Appendix shows that a saving of £1.75m has arisen from the annual 
(back funded) contributions needed to fund historic deficits on the Council’s 
share of the North Yorkshire Pension Fund. The levels of contribution to the 
Pension Fund are assessed every three years via a triennial valuation and the 
outcome of the most recent valuation was received in November 2019. The 
significantly improved financial position has resulted from better than 
anticipated performance on the pension fund and unexpectedly high levels of 
return from financial investments made by the Fund administrators.     
 
Equality Impact Assessments will be undertaken on the savings proposals.      
 

8.0 STAFFING IMPLICATIONS 
 

The Council has recognised that to achieve efficiency savings that minimise 
the impact on the delivery of front line services there will be a need to reduce 
staffing numbers, which will inevitably result in redundancies. 
 
Where possible, all employees that could be directly affected by the changes 
will be notified prior to this report being published. Any savings proposals 
affecting staff will be closely managed and consultation will take place with all 
Trade Unions. The Council has a strong commitment to try and minimise the 



   

 

impact on staff and number of compulsory redundancies by utilising natural 
wastage and providing some training for staff to support this.  

 
9.0 SUMMARY OF THE BUDGET POSITION  

  
Table 8 summarises the net budgetary position as detailed in this report. 

 
Table 8 – Summary of Budget Position 

 

 Report 
Table 

Reference 

2020/21 
 

£’000 

2021/22 
 

£’000 

2022/23 
 

£’000 

Funding Gap Table 1 1,705 3,635 1,334 

Planned use of reserves Section 6  (500) 500 

Savings Append A3 (3,096) - - 

Investment in one-off 
expenditure 

 
Section 9 

 
1,391 

 
(1,391) 

 

Shortfall   - 1,744 1,834 
 

 

In order to achieve the above position for 2020/21 there is a requirement to 
approve all of the savings proposals identified within Appendix A3 of this 
report. Where savings are not deemed to be acceptable alternative savings of 
an equivalent value will need to be identified. As the provisional settlement has 
not yet been announced there is also a risk that the funding projections 
included in the report may be incorrect.   
 
Due to the unexpected savings in annual pension fund contributions and delays 
in the government’s implementation of the Fair Funding Review and business 
rate baseline reset the savings identified for 2020/21 exceed the amounts 
required to balance the in-year revenue budget. This has created a sum of 
money to invest in one off expenditure in 2020/21 but more importantly will 
contribute towards the £5 million funding gap projected over the 2 years to 
2022/23; reducing it to £3.6m.  
 
It is important to note that the Council’s financial position for 2020/21 would have 
been significantly worse had either of these two factors not arisen. It should also 
be noted that the Fair Funding Review and Business Rates baseline reset will be 
applied in 2021/22 so the anticipated funding cuts arising from the substantial 
funding reforms are still highly uncertain and have merely been deferred by one 
year.   
 

9.0 INVESTMENT IN ONE-OFF FUNDING PRIORITIES / BUDGET PRESSURES 

The following areas have been identified as areas that require one-off funding in 
the 2020/21 year: 

 

 £’000 

Olivers Mount Race Circuit 53 

Contribution to Investment Fund 500 

Support to develop Capital Strategy 100 



   

 

Contribution to Capital Investment Fund  708 

Pre-season works across the Borough 30 

TOTAL 1,391 

 
Further details are provided in Appendix A2.2.  

  
10.0 ASSESSMENT 
 

The levels of funding cuts faced by the Council in recent years are extensive 
and in cash terms the Council’s core annual funding from central government 
in 2019/20 was £8.264m (66%) less than the funding received in 2010/11. 
These funding cuts are exacerbated by the Council’s decision to aid its tax 
payers by freezing Council Tax levels between the period 2010 to 2016 and 
forego the associated ongoing revenue streams that Council Tax increases 
could have secured.   
 

Historically the government has provided multi-year settlement offers; the last 
of which was a four-year offer that expired in 2019/20. Although that offer set 
out significant funding reductions for the Council it did provide some clarity over 
funding projections over the four-year period so helped significantly with future 
financial planning. Earlier Financial Strategies have highlighted the uncertainty 
surrounding grant funding post 2020, due to both the expiry of the most recent 
multi-year offer and the proposed roll out of fundamental funding reforms in 
2020/21.  
 
Delays in Brexit and the recent general election have meant that the funding 
reforms have been deferred by a year and will now be implemented in 2021/22. 
The provisional settlement for the 2020/21 year has yet to be announced and is 
not expected until early 2020, providing even greater difficulty in setting a 
budget within the required timescales.     
 
It is anticipated that District Councils will fare particularly badly when the 
funding reforms are implemented therefore the recent deferral has provided 
some short term respite in terms of the funding gap originally identified for the 
2020/21 year. This, along with the unanticipated savings in back funded 
pension contributions, has put the Council in a much improved financial position 
in 2020/21. In recognition that the anticipated funding reductions have merely 
been deferred for one year it is imperative that the Council reviews the budget 
proposals for 2020/21 in the context of delivering a longer term, sustainable 
budget over the three-year period to 2023 rather than the looking at the 
2020/21 year in isolation.  
 
Over the financial years 2010/11 to 2020/21 ongoing savings of circa £21m 
have had to be made from the Council’s annual revenue budget and current 
projections anticipate that further savings of £3.6m will need to be identified up 
to 2023.  As staffing resources reduce and savings become harder to identify it 
is becoming apparent that the length of time needed to deliver savings is 
increasing. The delays in the funding reforms has given the Council some 
breathing space in terms of the speed in which it needs to identify and deliver 
savings and also provided some one-off resources that can be invested to take 



   

 

forward priority schemes and help to deliver future revenue budget savings. It is 
important that the Council uses these resources wisely to put it in good stead to 
deliver the savings needed in the coming years in a manageable way.  
 
The extent of the Council’s budget shortfall each year is not only dependent on 
cuts in funding, but also by the level of growth required in the revenue budget. 
Unavoidable cost and inflationary pressures continue to put strain on the 
Council’s budget position. As funding sources reduce, and budgets tighten, it 
will become increasingly important to restrict growth in budgets and be mindful 
that any growth allowed in budget will need to be funded from corresponding 
cuts in other service areas. 
 
The Council’s budget projections anticipate that core government funding and 
retained growth from the localised business rates income will stand at £2.6m in 
2022/23, compared to £12.5m in 2010/11. These figures demonstrate that the 
Council is now significantly less dependent on central government funding and 
is nearing “self-sufficiency”, which should hopefully reduce the Council’s 
financial risks moving forward. 
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APPENDIX A1 
BUDGET PRESSURES 

 

  2020/21 
£’000 

2021/22 
£’000 

2022/23 
£’000 

Benefits and 
Localised 
Support for 
Council Tax 
Administration 
Subsidy 

The Council receives an annual subsidy for Housing Benefit and Local Support for 
Council Tax Administration. Although funding announcements for 2020/21 have not 
yet been made, in similar vein to recent years we are anticipating a reduction in the 
amounts of funding for these activities. 

 
 
 

30 

 
 
 

- 

 
 
 

- 

Business Rates 
revaluation 

The amounts of business rates payable on commercial properties are periodically 
revalued nationally to take into account variations in market rents across the country. 
A new ratings list came into effect on 1 April 2017 and resulted in increases of 
approximately £0.5m over the period to 2021. This increase is partially mitigated in 
the earlier years through transitional relief.  
 
Where appropriate, business rate appeals will be submitted to try to reduce the cost of 
the Council’s overall business rates bill. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

100 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

101 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

- 

Future service 
pension costs 

Every three years the actuary undertakes a valuation of the Council’s pension scheme 
to determine the level of contributions required over the following three year period.  
The most recent valuation was received by the Council at the end of October 2019 
and covers the period to 2023. 
  
The triennial valuation carried out by the actuary assessed that the scheme is now 
almost fully funded and therefore there is a large saving to the Council on secondary 
(backfunded) contributions, (see Appendix A3). 
 
The primary (future service) contribution rate is however based on a percentage of 
pay of those officers choosing to be in the pension scheme. The most recent triennial 

valuation has led to an increase in these costs primarily as a result of changes to 
the financial assumptions and an allowance for potential remedies for recent a 
court case (McCloud).  As a result of these changes the Council is required to 
increase its contributions from 18.2% to 20.9% of pensionable pay; which results in an 
additional cost of £380k in 2020/21.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

380 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

- 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

- 

Loss of CCTV NYCC have historically paid the council to provide traffic control images via the CCTV    
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  2020/21 
£’000 

2021/22 
£’000 

2022/23 
£’000 

income system but they have recently decided that they no longer require this facility. 
 
Management have looked at the service and can partially offset some of this lost 
income through reductions in staffing costs and additional external income from other 
sources.  These cost savings are outlined within Appendix A3. 
 

 
 
 
 

82 

 
 
 
 

- 

 
 
 
 

- 

Recycling 
contract 

The Council has statutory responsibility for the processing and disposal of its dry 
recycling collections. The growth of this fee is comprised of an increase in processing 
costs linked to CPI, haulage which is linked to the national diesel price index and the 
continued deterioration in commodity values.  Over the past twelve months each 
tonne of recycling is worth 16% less, with paper/card seeing the biggest decline, and 
these commodity types remain the largest stream in the blue bin scheme. 
 
Our material is extremely clean thanks to the hard work of residents and is still sought 
after by the market, however margins are continuing to be squeezed and the market 
is expected to remain challenging going forward. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

117 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

- 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

- 

Microsoft licence 
costs 

The majority of the councils staff utilise IT devices that require licenced Microsoft 
software products and the Council must therefore ensure that it is correctly licensed at 
all times. 
 
The previous three year fixed price agreement terminated on 30 June 2019 and 
renewal was therefore required.  Microsoft have implemented significant price 
increases during this period and removed its heavily discounted public sector pricing 
model and the new costs are therefore significantly higher than budget. 
 
The new licensing agreement is an enhanced product and will reduce the requirement 
to replace IT application and file servers on premise due to the utilisation of Cloud 
technologies.  Whilst this will reduce costs for the council these do not fully offset the 
increase in the cost of the new agreement and net £10k of growth is required. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

10 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

- 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

- 

Sponsorship 
income from 
roundabouts 

The Council historically received income through the third party sponsorship of 
roundabouts throughout the Borough. NYCC as Highways Authority have 
responsibility for the upkeep of the roundabouts and subsequently the right to retain 
any sponsorship monies generated. NYCC has therefore taken the decision to cease 
any previous agreements and take over the income generation opportunities. 

 
 

15 

 
 

- 

 
 

- 
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  2020/21 
£’000 

2021/22 
£’000 

2022/23 
£’000 

 

Scaborough 
Market net 
running costs 

The refurbishment of Scarborough Indoor market was completed in 2018 but 
occupancy has failed to achieve the rates included within the original business plan.  
In addition costs at the site have increased since the reopening due to changes to the 
staffing structure, the provision of a public convenience and a general increase in cost 
from having a larger provision. 
 
The 2019/20 Financial Strategy included a one-off budget to try and increase income 
through a marketing plan and the provision of one-off events but unfortunately this 
has failed to have the desired outcome. 
 
Base budget growth is required at the site to ensure an achievable budget can be set. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

70 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

- 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

- 

Rental income 
from Peasholm 
Cafe 

The 2019/20 Financial Strategy included one-off funding to cover a short term 
reduction in the rental income being generated from Peasholm Café.  A lower rental 
had been agreed for a two year period but expectations had been that this would 
reverse when the lease was renewed for 2020/21.   
 
Unfortunately the lease has been renewed at a lower than expected rent and base 
budget growth is therefore required. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

15 

 
 
 
 
 
 

- 

 
 
 
 
 
 

- 

TOTAL  819 101 - 
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APPENDIX A2.1 
MEETING PRIORITIES – BASE BUDGET GROWTH 

 
 

BID DETAILS 2020/21 
£’000 

2021/22 
£’000 

2022/23 
£’000 

Text reminders for bin 
collection days 

Base budget provision for the cost of text reminders for 
changes in bin collection days on bank holidays and garden 
waste scheme collection start and end dates. The reminders 
should improve customer service and reduced missed bin 
collections  and associated customer contact 
 

 
 
 
 

4 

 
 
 
 

- 

 
 
 
 

- 

Business Analyst post To provide base budget funding for Business Analyst resource 
to help the Council to deliver the savings required from the 
Corporate Modernisation programme. These costs have, until 
now, been funded from the Investment Fund  
 

 
 
 

36 

 
 
 

- 

 
 
 

- 

Cinder Track In January 2019 a report (18/280) was presented to Cabinet 
covering the findings and recommendations of an Overview 
and Scrutiny Task Group Review of the Cinder Track. 
One-off monies were provided as part of the 2019/20 budget 
setting process for ecological surveys (£20k) and a 
maintenance budget to undertake essential works on the 
track (£10k).  
 
Cabinet endorsed a £70k bid for the ongoing maintenance 
requirements on the Track and this now needs to be 
included for consideration in the budget proposals. This 
funding will be subject to a holistic, long term plan for the 
Track in terms of the capital funding applications, alternative 
funding models engaging the voluntary and community 
sector and income generation opportunities, which were all 
identified within the Task Group’s findings. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

70 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

- 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

- 

Communications and 
community engagement 

The Council is currently updating its Corporate Plan. 
Communications and community engagement will form key 
aspects of the delivery of the Plan therefore additional 
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BID DETAILS 2020/21 
£’000 

2021/22 
£’000 

2022/23 
£’000 

investment is proposed  in this area.  
 

70 - - 

Contingency Budget contingency to fund unknown costs or budget 
pressures  

 
- 

 
200 

 
200 

Investment in priorities Budget to fund priority expenditure  
- 

 
300 

 

 
300 

TOTAL  180 500 500 
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APPENDIX A2.2 
MEETING PRIORITIES – ONE OFF INVESTMENT 

 
 

BID DETAILS £’000 

Olivers Mount Race 
Circuit 

Oliver’s Mount and associated circuit are owned by the Borough Council and is the only 
‘road circuit’ in England.  It had hosted motorcycle events on an annual basis, attracting 
riders and spectators from all over the British Isles, until 2018 when the operator retired. 
 
The Council managed to attract a new operator for the circuit in 2019 but investment in 
the infrastructure was necessary to update the circuit and ensure compliance with safety 
requirements. The council had to support the new operators investment through reduced 
rentals for the circuit and associated properties for the first two years of operation and one 
off budget growth of £53k is required in 2020/21 to fund this reduction.  
 
The financials associated with this project will be subject to open market valuation from 
2021/22 (as detailed in report ref 19/58). 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

53 

Contribution to 
Investment Fund 

Historically the purpose of the Investment Fund was to provide one-off funding for 
schemes that will help the Council to deliver revenue savings. This appendix sets out the 
significant financial pressures that the Council anticipates it will face over the 3 year 
period to 2023 therefore the role of the Investment Fund is expected to become 
increasingly important over this period.  
 
The Council is currently in the process of re-drafting its Corporate Plan and may need to 
provide additional investment in priority areas to achieve some of its aspirations. In order 
to address this it is now proposed that the remit of the Investment Fund be extended to 
incorporate investment in areas of priority spend as well as spend that delivers budget 
savings.  
 
The uncommitted balance of the Investment Fund currently stands at £550k. Given the 
importance of the reserve within the Council’s future financial strategy it is proposed that 
a further £0.5m be transferred to the reserve in the 2020/21 year.  
 
The authority to approve expenditure from the Investment Fund is delegated to the Chief 
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BID DETAILS £’000 

Executive in liaison with the Executive Management Team.  500 

Support for the 
development of the 
Capital and associated 
Strategies 

In recent years the Council’s Financial Strategy has set aside several funding sources in 
order to create a sum of money to take forward a robust, long term capital investment 
strategy for the Council. The Capital investment Strategy will integrate with the revenue 
budget projections as well as the Property Asset Management Plan and new Corporate 
Plan.  
 
In order to ensure that resources are not overcommitted over the medium to long term it is 
important that the Council has a thorough understanding of its property and infrastructure 
asset base and associated maintenance liabilities and plans. The collation of this data is 
proving to be extremely resource hungry and cannot be collated in a timely manner within 
existing resources. It is therefore proposed that this funding be set aside to bring in 
external support to assist with the collation of the required data. 
   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

100 

Contribution to the 
Capital Investment 
Fund 

The balance of one-off monies will be earmarked for use within the Council’s Capital 
Strategy.  

 
 

708 

Pre-season works 
across the Borough 

This budget will fund the cost of small scale pre-season improvement works across the 
Borough 

 
30 

TOTAL  1,391 
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SAVINGS PROPOSALS 
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    Risk Rating  

Corporate v 
Director 

Lead Project / Review 

Corp 
Mod 
Ref Action / Project / Saving 

High   
£’000 

Medium   
£’000 

Low 
£’000 

Grand 
Total  
£’000 

Corporate 
Projects Capital Strategy CO26A 

Savings in interest payable due to the fixing of borrowing at lower than 
anticipated interest rates in Sept 2019 

  
95 95 

  
CO26B 

Additional interest from cash deposits resulting from recent increases in 
bank base rates. Assumes average cash balances of £12.5m are available 
and interest rates of 0.95% 

  
47 47 

  
CO26C 

Additional interest from cash deposits resulting from increases in average 
cash balances. Assumes that average cash balances of £15m are available 
for investment throughout the year at an interest rate of 0.95% 

 
24 

 
24 

 
Finance led C028 

Budget savings already achieved and reported through the 2019 Financial 
Strategy  

  
386 386 

  
C030 

Savings in the cost of back funded pension contributions arising from 
greater than anticipated financial returns on the North Yorkshire Pension 
Fund, as per the outcome of the 2019 triennial valuation.   

  
1750 1750 

 
Postage C024A 

Anticipated reductions in postage costs following channel shift and trends in 
recent years 

  
6 6 

 

Review of 
procurement and 
contract spend C046 Review of procurement and contract spend across the Council 

 
20 

 
20 

 

Review of public 
conveniences C001 

Review of public conveniences (savings deferred to 2021/22 pending further 
review) 

 
-154 

 
-154 

 

Leisure Operator 
contract C015 

Savings achieved from the Leisure Operator Contract following the 
outsourcing of the service. Savings in line with contract - no impact on 
current service levels 

  
150 150 

 Director 
Led Director led - NE C008 

Increase in the administration costs for delivering new bins to households 
from £15 to £20 

  
9 9 

  
C009 

Cessation of the issuing of physical garden waste licences due to the 
collections being managed through In Cab devices. The delivery of this 
saving may require upfront investment in permanent bin identification 
stickers 

  
16 16 

  
C027 

Staffing efficiencies within the Housing Benefits service. Savings already 
being achieved 

  
50 50 

  
GS8C 

Merge Housing Benefit notification letters with Council Tax annual bills to 
reduce customer correspondence and postage costs 

  
2 2 
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    Risk Rating  

Corporate v 
Director 

Lead Project / Review 

Corp 
Mod 
Ref Action / Project / Saving 

High   
£’000 

Medium   
£’000 

Low 
£’000 

Grand 
Total  
£’000 

  
KM6F 

Net income deliverable from DBID billing and debt collection activity by the 
Local Taxation service 

  
10 10 

  
KM6I 

Replacement of existing cash receipting system with a new, more cost 
effective and improved solution  

  
10 10 

  
MP7B 

Transfer lighting columns currently being maintained and operated by the 
Council to Beyond Housing where the responsibility lies with them. This 
saving has already been actioned and achieved 

  
3 3 

  
MP7D 

Transferring the responsibility of adopted standard lighting columns to 
NYCC following SBC’s investment and improvement programme of street 
lighting 10 

  
10 

  
PT004 

Saving achieved from delivering the current standard and number of litter 
bins provided across the Borough 

  
10 10 

  
PT007C 

Additional savings potentially achievable from the rounds review following 
additional analysis (e.g. fuel from mileage reductions on rounds and missed 
bin collections). Dependent on roll out of rounds review 5 

  
5 

  
PT019 

Double shifting of vehicles within the parks and street cleansing service. 
This will allow for a reduction in two tractors from the fleet through service 
efficiency 

  
40 40 

  
PT022 

Efficiencies through improved working and the adoption of a one team 
approach between the parks and street cleansing service area 

  
60 60 

  
PT025 

Review of seasonal bedding. There will be a small reduction in the extent of 
our seasonal bedding but this should be offset by more creative design work 

  
7 7 

  
MP18 Savings arising from retender of insurance contract 

  
100 100 

  
MP19 

Savings delivered from historic energy efficiency schemes delivered via the 
SALIX initiative 

  
52 52 

 
Director led - LD C038A 

Efficiencies within the Environmental Health team following the introduction 
of streamlined mobile working solutions for food inspections 

  
14 14 

  
C038C 

Net additional income receivable from export licenses following an increase 
in the volumes of exports requiring a license and the introduction of  a 
streamlined, cost effective automated solution for the issuing of the licences. 
Dependent on continued demand for licences  

  
25 25 

  
JB05B 

Review of fees and charges - bereavement services. Fees already 
approved and applied but done after the 2019/20 budget was approved 

  
22 22 
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    Risk Rating  

Corporate v 
Director 

Lead Project / Review 

Corp 
Mod 
Ref Action / Project / Saving 

High   
£’000 

Medium   
£’000 

Low 
£’000 

Grand 
Total  
£’000 

  
SC3A 

Development of income opportunities and cost efficiencies at the Open Air 
Theatre 

  
26 26 

  
SC3G 

Profits from in-house operation of Glass House inc after show parties at 
OAT 

 
15 

 
15 

  
SC3H Profits from in-house operation of Cotswold Kiosk 

 
10 

 
10 

  
SC6A Review fees and charges for Filey Brigg 

  
30 30 

  
SC6B Increase profit from sale of goods at Filey Brigg 

 
5 

 
5 

  
SC7B Increase opening hours at FCRC and secondary spend from events 2 

  
2 

  
SC7C 

Increase occupancy rates at FCRC. Requires 100% occupancy based on 
current prices 3 

  
3 

  
SC7D Trial food festival / table top sales / childrens party options at FCRC 

 
1 

 
1 

  
SC7F 

Increase occupancy at Evron Centre. Requires almost 100% occupancy to 
be achieved 2 

  
2 

  
SC7G Increase use of training rooms at FCRC 

 
3 

 
3 

  
SC9 Review of events team staffing. Savings have already been achieved 

  
5 5 

 
Director led - RB BW2 

Reductions in business rates payable on Council assets following the 
engagement of an external agent to submit appeals where appropriate 

 
35 

 
35 

  
C010 Increases in the net returns delivered from the Commercial Waste service 

 
30 

 
30 

  
C029 Rental income from the letting out of the old Filey Tourist Information site 

  
6 6 

  
GH14 

Reductions in general ICT budgets (hardware etc). Saving is already being 
achieved therefore will have no impact on service delivery 

  
26 26 

  
GH7 

Consolidate ICT applications, renegotiate contract terms with existing 
suppliers and create licence renewal database 

 
20 

 
20 

  
GH7A Renegotiation of telephony services contract. Saving already achieved 

  
4 4 

  
JD007 

Increased income from the bookings of promotional space and banners 
within the Borough following the creation of a more streamlined and 
automated booking process and enhanced sales activity following the 
transfer of the function to the marketing team 32 

  
32 

  
JI14 

Additional income received from Ryedale District Council to monitor CCTV 
cameras on their behalf 

  
12 12 
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    Risk Rating  

Corporate v 
Director 

Lead Project / Review 

Corp 
Mod 
Ref Action / Project / Saving 

High   
£’000 

Medium   
£’000 

Low 
£’000 

Grand 
Total  
£’000 

  
JI15 

Staffing efficiencies within CCTV service through the introduction of a new 
rota pattern and changes in management structure 

  
45 45 

  
PT014 

Review of marketing and sponsorship opportunities within parks and open 
spaces (e.g. banner advertising) 5 

  
5 

  
PT023 

Review concession and additional income generation opportunities within 
parks and open spaces 

  
10 10 

Grand 
Total 

   
59 9 3028 3096 
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Circulated separately 
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Risk Matrix 
 

 
Risk 
Ref 

 
Date 

 
Risk 

 
Consequences 

 

Mitigation 

 

Current  
Risk 
Score 

 
Target 
Score 
 
 

Service Unit 
Manager/ 
Responsible 
Officer 

 
Action 
Plan 

1 Jan 20 That the Council 
does not set a robust 
budget 

Potential overspends 
and unforeseen draws 
from reserves. 

Review of savings 
proposals to ensure that 
they are achievable. 
Regular programme of 
budget monitoring.  
Lead officers allocated 
responsibility for 
achieving savings  
Inflation contingency 

B4 B4 Executive 
Management 
Team 

None 
 

2 Jan 20 That the Council’s 
medium to long term 
budget provision is 
not sustainable 

Cuts in front facing and 
priority services 

Strong Financial 
Strategy and embedding 
of a three year revenue 
Plan which identifies 
savings targets at an 
early stage.  
Outcome Based Review 
programme 

D4 D4 Executive 
Management 
Team 

None 
 

3 Jan 20 That core 
government funding 
reductions post 2021 
exceed the amounts 
projected in financial 
plans  

Increased savings 
requirement 
Potential need to draw 
from reserves 

Review of Financial 
Resilience to audit 
Committee and levels of 
reserves 

B3 B2 Corporate 
Finance 
Manager 

Review of 
Financial 
Resilience 
and 
adequacy 
of 
reserves 
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Risk 
Ref 

 
Date 

 
Risk 

 
Consequences 

 

Mitigation 

 

Current  
Risk 
Score 

 
Target 
Score 
 
 

Service Unit 
Manager/ 
Responsible 
Officer 

 
Action 
Plan 

4 Jan 20 That the savings 
identified over the 
period to 2023 are 
not sufficient to 
balance the funding 
gap  

Unplanned cuts in 
service 
Unplanned draws from 
reserves 
Financial 
unsustainability 

Outcome Based Review 
programme 
Prioritisation of services 
via the new Corporate 
Plan 

D4 B4 Executive 
Management 
Team 

Adoption 
of 
comprehe
nsive  
Outcome 
Based 
Review 
Program 
and 
associated 
governanc
e 
arrangem
ents, 
linked with 
Financial 
Strategy  

 
 

Glossary of Terms 
 

 
Risk An event which may prevent the Council achieving its objectives 
Consequences                   The outcome if the risk materialised 
Mitigation The processes and procedures that are in place to reduce the risk 
Current Risk Score  The likelihood and impact score with the current mitigation measures in place  
Corporate Objectives An assessment of the Corporate Objectives that are affected by the risk identified. 
Target Risk Score  The likelihood and impact score that the Council is aiming to achieve 
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Service Unit Manager The Service Unit or Officer responsible for managing the risk 
Action Plan   The proposed actions to be implemented in order to reduce the risk to the target score 
 

Risk Scoring 

Im
p

a
c
t 

5 
     

4 
     

3 
     

2 
     

1 
     

 A B C D E 

 Likelihood 

 
Likelihood:   Impact 
A = Very Low   1 = Low 
B = Not Likely   2 = Minor 
C = Likely   3 = Medium 
D = Very Likely   4 = Major 
E = Almost Certain   5=Disaster 


